
MJ May Series 30XXXX Woven Nylon Elastic Loop 
Made exclusively from Velcro® Velstretch® brand Loop 151 
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MJ May maintains huge inventories of various hook and loop materials on spools as large as 700 
yards each and we have the capability to cut and package to any requirement our customers may 
have.  Whether you need the hook mated to the loop or packaged separately, we have the 
flexibility to get you exactly what you need.  We can package your product in standard industrial 
packaging, small commercial spools, or in retail-ready blister packs.  Whatever your project 
requires, MJ May has the know how to help you accomplish your goals.   
 
 

MJ May Series 30XXXX Woven Nylon Elastic Loop 
 
Our Series 30XXXX Woven Nylon Elastic Loop is made exclusively from Velcro® Velstretch® brand 
Loop 151 is recommended for use with Velcro® brand Hook 65 for the longest cycle life and best 
holding power.  The stretch loop is designed to provide about 55% elongation and is a relatively 
high-power tape.  The nylon and synthetic rubber materials used in the construction of this woven 
product provide moderate to high cycles in use with the recommended hook.  The plush backing 
makes this tape ideal for applications where comfort, as well as a secure fit, is desired.  
Application examples include soccer shin guards, scuba diving equipment straps and assemblies 
holding respiratory devices in place.  Available in black, white and beige in 5/8”, ¾”, 1”, and 2” 
widths. 
 
 

Series 30XXXX Performance 
 

Thickness 
Unmated

Thickness 
Mated 

with Hook 
65

Temperature 
Range

Cycle Life
Peel 

Strength**
Shear 

Strength

.100" 0.135 32 to +120 F 6,000 (medium-high) .70 PIW 4.5 PSI

** ‐ PIW is pounds per inch width (force required to peel hook and loop apart on a 1" wide strip).

Description

30XXXX Series Elastic Loop
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